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A microstructural analysis of silicon-on-insulator samples obtained by high dose oxygen ion
implantation was performed by Raman scattering. The samples analyzed were obtained under
different conditions thus leading to different concentrations of defects in the top Si layer. The
samples were implanted with the surface covered with SiO2 capping layers of different thicknesses.
The spectra measured from the as-implanted samples were fitted to a correlation length model taking
into account the possible presence of stress effects in the spectra. This allowed quantification of both
disorder effects, which are determined by structural defects, and residual stress in the top Si layer
before annealing. These data were correlated to the density of dislocations remaining in the layer
after annealing. The analysis performed corroborates the existence of two mechanisms that generate
defects in the top Si layer that are related to surface conditions during implantation and the
proximity of the top Si/buried oxide layer interface to the surface before annealing. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!07120-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon-on-insulator~SOI! has become an important a
ternative for the fabrication of integrated circuits~ICs! and
advanced electronic devices in Si technology.1 SOI struc-
tures are formed by a top Si layer, which constitutes
active region where the devices are built up, and a bu
SiO2 layer, which electrically isolates the active region fro
the Si substrate. This allows one to obtain dielectric isolat
between adjacent devices in the circuit. These characteri
provide important advantages for ICs and devices fabrica
on SOI structures over those made on bulk Si, the m
advantages being a higher density of integration, higher
quency of operation, and better resistance to radiation.

The main techniques for fabrication of SOI wafers a
Separation by implanted oxygen~SIMOX!, bonding and etch
back SOI~BESOI!, and SmartCut,1–3 respectively. SIMOX
structures are very interesting for the development of sub
cron devices@metal–oxide–semiconductor~MOS! fully de-
pleted devices#. For this, SOI wafers with very thin films
~less than 100 nm! can be fabricated by decreasing the im

a!Electronic mail: perez-ro@iris1.fae.ub.es
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plantation energy and dose.4 Standard SIMOX wafers are
formed by high dose oxygen ion implantation~with doses of
the order of 1018 cm22!, followed by a high temperature an
neal ~at 1300 °C for several hours!. This procedure allows
one to prepare high quality SOI structures with top Si fi
thicknesses in the 200–300 nm range and buried oxide la
thicknesses in the 300–400 nm range. Four and six inch h
quality wafers are commercially available. The fabrication
very thin film SOI structures by the BESOI technique, on t
other hand, presents problems related to control of the e
back process. The main advantage of BESOI over SIM
relates to the structural quality of the buried oxide lay
which is obtained by thermal oxidation. More recently,
new implantation based technique known as SmartCut
developed;3 this combines the advantages of both SIMO
~thickness control of the top Si film! and BESOI~control of
both the thickness and structure of the buried oxide!.

For ion implantation based technologies, a high tempe
ture anneal is always required in order to relieve the str
tures from damage and residual stress in the top Si fi
Implantation damage in the as-implanted top Si film is s
cially severe for SIMOX technology, where a very high do
7/82(8)/3730/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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of oxygen ions has to be implanted. Nondestructive cha
terization of this damage in terms of structural defects a
stress is of great interest since both features determine
final defect density in the top layer~after annealing!. Nonde-
structive techniques can, therefore, be used for on-line an
sis of selected wafers in the fabrication process. Moreo
in-depth knowledge of the physical mechanisms related
the generation of defects in the structures is an impor
issue for further optimization of these technologies.

In this work, the structural analysis of SIMOX sampl
obtained under no standard conditions was performed by
man scattering. The conditions were decided upon in orde
obtain samples with different crystalline properties in the
silicon layer. This is possible by performing the implantati
with the substrate capped with a thermal oxide layer~screen
oxide!.5 There are experimental proofs that relate the mic
structure of the as-implanted layers and the density of def
remaining in the top Si layer after annealing to surface c
ditions during the implantation step since the characteris
of the surface determine its ability to accommodate the fl
of interstitials coming from the oxidized region.5,6 The sur-
face features therefore, dramically influence the solid ph
epitaxial ~SPE! regrowth rate at the surface.

For the as-implanted samples the first order Si Ram
band appears broadened and frequency redshifted.7–9 Varia-
tions in the Raman parameters have been correlated to
presence in the top silicon layer of structural defects, suc
precipitates and dislocations, as well as residual stress, a
which result from implantation induced damage. The str
tural defects reduce the lattice correlation length, wh
models the average distance between defects and cause
order effects in the spectra.10 Analysis of the Raman spectr
has allowed us to determine both the correlation length
the stress in the top Si layer of the as-implanted structu
These data were correlated to the remaining density of
fects after annealing, and are discussed as a function o
main mechanisms involved in the generation of defects
are responsible for observed differences in the microstruc
of the samples.

II. EXPERIMENT AND SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

Raman spectra were carried out with a Jobin-Yv
T64000 spectrometer coupled with an Olympus meta
graphic microscope. Both the excitation and collection of
scattered light were done through the microscope object
Excitation was provided by the 457.9 nm line of an arg
ionized laser, for which the penetration depth of scatte
light is estimated to be about 140 nm. The microscope
jective used was 1003, with a numerical aperture of 0.95
Thus, the laser beam diameter at the focus is slightly sub
cronic according to the Rayleigh diffraction criterium. A
the measurements were made at room temperature, an
laser power density was kept below 80 kW/cm2 in order to
avoid heating effects in the spectra. Under these conditi
the measurements were performed at a laser power de
below threshold to induce temperature enhancement.11 All
the measured spectra were systematically compared to t
obtained on bulk silicon under the same experimental co
tions.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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All the SIMOX wafers studied here were implanted wi
a dose of 1.831018 cm22 oxygen ions, at an energy of 19
keV, and implantation temperature ofTi5650 °C. The SiO2

capping layer thickness was varied from 0 to 200 nm. Hen
forth this capping layer is refered to as the screen oxide.
each screen oxide thickness, two wafers were implanted:
wafer had no annealing~as implanted! and the other was
annealed at 1320 °C for 6 h. The wafers analyzed in t
work were grouped in two series: series A corresponds
wafers implanted with screen oxides thinner than 50 nm,
series B corresponds to those implanted with screen ox
thicker than 100 nm. As previously reported,5 for samples of
series A the screen oxide is fully removed by surface sp
tering during the implantation. For series B samples,
screen oxide is too thick to be fully removed during t
implantation, and the whole implantation is performed w
the surface covered with the capping oxide. Accordingly,
thickness of the top Si layer decreases as the screen o
thickness increases. This can be seen in Fig. 1, where
thickness of the top Si layer of different as-implant
samples is plotted versus the screen oxide thickness. Bes

TABLE I. Thickness of the screen oxide~SO! ~in nm! and density of dis-
locations in the corresponding annealed samples~in cm22! after Ref. 5.
Series A corresponds to samples P02–P10, and series B correspon
samples P12–P16.

Sample
d

~SO!
Dislocation

density

P02 0 43105

P04 23 93107

P06 28.4 83108

P08 42.1 53108

P10 46.6 83108

P12 102 33107

P14 144.6 1.93108

P16 189.7 23108

FIG. 1. Thickness of the top Si layer from as-implanted samples vs
screen oxide thickness. The thickness of the buried oxide layer is abou
nm for all the samples.
3731Macı́a et al.
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the density of dislocations in the top Si layer of correspo
ing annealed structures is reported in Table I. These d
were determined by electron microscopy and enhan
chemical etching techniques.5 The data of Table I show tha
the dislocation density is strongly dependent on the impl
tation and surface conditions.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the frequency shift of the first order R
man band of the as-implanted samples with regard to
bulk silicon Raman frequency versus the dislocation den
measured on the corresponding annealed samples. Figu

FIG. 2. Frequency shift of the Raman spectra of the as-implanted samp
relation to bulk silicon vs the dislocation density measured for the co
sponding annealed ones:~s! series A and~* ! series B.

FIG. 3. FWHM of the Raman spectra of the as-implanted samples vs
dislocation density measured for the corresponding annealed ones:~s! se-
ries A and~* ! series B.
3732 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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shows the full width at half-maximum~FWHM! of these
spectra versus the dislocation density. The circles repre
the samples implanted with the thinner screen ox
~,50 nm, samples of series A! and asterisks represent th
samples implanted with the thicker screen oxides~.100 nm,
samples of series B!. Two different behaviors that can b
associated with the two sample series can be observed.

~1! In the samples of series A the Raman parameters co
late to the final defect density. As the defect dens
increases, the Raman shift and FWHM increase as w
showing saturation for densities higher than 53108

cm22.

~2! In the samples of series B the Raman parameters do
show any correlation to the final defect density.

Since Raman measurements were carried out at very
laser power density, the reported spectral changes shoul
due to causes other than the asymmetric broadening as
ated with sample heating.

Since translational symmetry breakdown is expected
the as-implanted samples, which should result in a relaxa
of the momentum conservation rule, the Raman spectra w
studied in terms of a correlation length model.12 This model
was initially developed by Nemanich and Solin13 and by
Richteret al.,14 and it has been applied to different system
in which phonon confinement effects are observed in
Raman spectra, such as micro- and nanocrystal
structures,15,16 ion implanted layers,17 and porous
semiconductors.18,19 Assuming a constant correlation leng
L in the scattering volume, the intensity of the first ord
Raman band of silicon is given by

I ~v!}E
0

2p/a0 uC~q!u24pq2dq

~v2v~q!!21~G0/2!2 , ~1!

wherea0 is the lattice constant of Si, andG0 is the Raman
intrinsic linewidth of crystalline silicon.

The weight factorC(q) for the scattering with wave
vectorq is given by

uC~q!u2}expS 2
q2L2

8 D , ~2!

and according to Ref. 18 the phonon dispersion relat
v(q) is taken as

v~q!5vp2120S q

q0
D 2

, ~3!

wherevp is the wave number of the first order Raman ba
in the absence of disorder effects andq052p/a0 . This re-
lationship reproduces the dispersion relation for longitudi
optical ~LO! phonons along the@001# in Si well. Taking into
account that LO and transverse optical~TO! phonons in Si
are degenerated at the zone center, and that forL@a0 the
phonons contributing to the integral~1! are mainly from the
vicinity of the zone center, this expression constitutes a g
approximation forL@a0 .18

Taking these correlations into account, we find that e
pressions~1!–~3! allow us to accurately fit the shape an
position of the experimental spectra. However, the spe
are also affected by the presence of residual stress in
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scattering volume. This stress can be taken into accoun
assuming a model in which both the correlation length a
the residual stress are uniformly distributed in the scatte
volume.10,16,19 In such a case, the stress does not affect
shape of the Raman spectra20 determined by expression
~1!–~3!, and the only effect of stress is a shift of the spec
According to this, the wave number of the first order Ram
band in the absence of disorder effects,vp , is shifted in
relation to the wave number of the first order Raman line
the absence of both disorder and stress effects,v0 . This
latter parameter corresponds to the position of the Ram
line from stress free crystalline silicon (521 cm21). Then,
the stress induced shift is given by16

Dvs5vp2v0 . ~4!

So this shift corresponds to the difference between
position of the experimental spectrum and that of the th
retical spectrum from the correlation length model whi
reproduces the shape of the experimental one.19

Obviously in a layered structure like those studied h
some depth distribution of both the correlation length a
stress parameters must be present. Thus, the paramete
timated from the fitting of the spectra correspond to effect
average values in the scattering volume. On the basis of a
plane stress model, we can estimate the magnitude of
stress to be proportional to the stress induced wave num
shift Dvs :20

s~MPa!5250Dvs~cm21!. ~5!

The fitting of the spectra with expressions~1!–~5! also
has to consider the contribution to the spectrum from the
substrate. In order to determine this contribution, we m
sured the Raman spectrum directly over the buried ox
once the top silicon layer was removed by a chemical tre
ment ~KOH!. This spectrum was conveniently subtract
from the spectrum obtained in the full structures in order
apply the correlation length model without the substrate c
tribution. In general, an enhanced substrate contributio
observed for as-implanted SIMOX, which is likely related
a decrease of light absorption in the top Si layer due to
high oxygen content and oxide inclusions.10,21 Deconvolu-
tion of the Raman spectrum of sample P10, showing
contribution of both the top Si layer and the substrate
presented in Fig. 4.

The stress induced frequency shift versus the thickn
of the screen oxide is plotted in Fig. 5. Different behav
between the samples of the two series is observed: Sam
of series A~thinner screen oxide! exhibit a shift towards the
low frequency side for increasing screen oxide thickne
This means that tensile stress increases for increasing sc
oxide thickness. On the other hand, samples of serie
~thicker screen oxide! show compressive stress since a sh
to high frequency is observed. For the latter series, the va
of the stress induced shifts from the different samples
very similar within experimental accuracy, which sugge
that stress is not significantly affected by the screen ox
thickness above a threshold value. Nevertheless, a ce
increase of the compressive stress is observed as the s
oxide thickness increases.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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The correlation lengthL estimated from the theoretica
fit of the spectra as a function of screen oxide thickness
plotted in Fig. 6. As is shown, the thicker the screen oxid
the shorter the correlation length. This also indicates that
thicker the screen oxide, the higher the defect density in
as-implanted samples. Moreover, for the samples of serie
the correlation length decreases more significantly than t
for the samples of series B.

IV. DISCUSSION

The interpretation of these data has to take into acco
the different surface conditions during implantation for bo
series of samples. For the samples of series A, the scr
oxide is completely removed by sputtering during implant

FIG. 4. Raman spectra from the P10 as-implanted sample:~a! substrate
contribution,~b! theoretical spectrum from the top Si layer,~c! experimental
~solid line! and theoretical~dashed line! spectrum of the whole structure.

FIG. 5. Stress induced frequency shift vs screen oxide thickness:~s! series
A and ~* ! series B.
3733Macı́a et al.
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tion. This means that the implantation is performed ove
surface free of screen oxide from the complete sputtering
the screen oxide to the end of the implantation. As the scr
oxide thickness increases, this time decreases, and resu
an increase of residual tensile stress. The tensile natur
this stress, in comparison with the compressive one obse
for the samples of series B, suggests the presence of va
cies in the top Si layer of the samples of series A, wher
the compressive stress in the samples of series B ma
associated with interstitial accumulation in the top layer.5

When the sample surface is partially free during impla
tation ~series A!, the excess of interstitials coming from th
oxidized region relaxes by epitaxial regrowth during the tim
the surface is free. For samples with the thinnest screen
ide, the regrowth rate can achieve an acceptable leve
ordering of the flux of silicon interstitials. However, as th
thickness of the capping layer increases, the time availa
for an adequate epitaxial regrowth decreases. Then, befo
atomic plan can be completed, the arriving silicon inters
tials are placed on new atomic planes, leaving vacancies
increasing the tensile stress, in a way similar to that obser
for amorphous Si layers.

For these samples there is a clear correlation between
density of defects in the as-implanted structures—monito
by the correlation lengthL—and the dislocation density in
the corresponding annealed ones. This can be seen in F
where 1/L3 versus the dislocation density is plotted. The c
relation between both magnitudes suggests that disloca
in the top Si layer after annealing are determined by
tensile stress and defects induced by the imperfect accom
dation of Si interstitials at the surface.

In the samples from seriesB the sputtering of the scree
oxide layer during the implantation cannot remove this la
completely, and the silicon surface is covered by an ox
layer all during the implantation process. Accommodation
the silicon interstitials is then inhibited, and the interstit
concentration in the top silicon layer is very high. This e

FIG. 6. Correlation lengthL vs screen oxide thickness:~s! series A and~* !
series B.
3734 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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plains the compressive stress reported in Fig. 5. In this c
compressive stress is the dominant effect, and it accounts
the frequency shift of the Raman peak to the blue in th
samples.

The evolution of the density of dislocations in the to
silicon layer after annealing can be explained as follows.5,22

~1! There is a sharp increase in the density of dislocati
with the screen oxide thickness for the samples of se
A. This is related to the sharp increase in the tens
stress and defects present in the surface region, resu
from imperfect epitaxial accommodation of interstitial
in the surface. As the thickness of the screen oxide
creases, the fraction of the implantation time with t
surface of the sample free from the oxide decreas
which leads to poorer relaxation of excess interstitials
the surface region that determines the observed incre
of tensile stress and the shortening of the correlat
length.

~2! For the samples of series B, the increase in the dislo
tion density with the thickness of the screen oxide
smaller. This is related to the defects in the lower part
the top silicon layer from the as-implanted material th
generate threading dislocations after annealing. The
crease of the dislocation density is due to the displa
ment of this region towards the silicon surface as
screen oxide thickness increases. Similar results h
been observed by changing the implantation ene
and/or dose.22

In this last case, the correlation length and stress indu
shift present weaker dependencies on the thickness of
screen oxide. This indicates that changes in the structure
smaller. The main difference between these samples is
decrease of the thickness of the top silicon layer as the th
ness of the screen oxide increases. This lends suppo
mechanism~2! proposed for the generation of defects
these samples.

FIG. 7. 1/(correlation length)3 vs the dislocation density measured for th
corresponding annealed samples.
Macı́a et al.
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Finally, we have to note the correlation observed b
tween the Raman features of the as-implanted structures
the final density of dislocations after annealing for series
samples~as shown in Figs. 2 and 3!. Similar behavior has
been observed for samples implanted under different co
tions without the screen oxide and with final dislocation de
sities above 53104 cm22.10 The Raman spectra from th
as-implanted samples are thus sensitive to levels of dam
in the structures that lead to final defect densities higher t
this value after annealing. For defect densities higher t
about 53108 cm22, however, the Raman parameters tend
saturate. This indicates that Raman scattering can be
before the annealing stage to detect, in a nondestructive
wafers that after annealing will have a concentration of
fects higher than 53104 cm22, and can also be used to e
timate the final concentration for values in the range
3104– 53108 cm22.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis performed shows the ability of Ram
spectroscopy for the structural assessment of multilayer
structures. The spectra measured from as-implanted sam
obtained under specific surface conditions—leading to v
different dislocation densities after annealing—were int
preted in terms of the correlation length model. This h
allowed us to deconvolute the spectra from the disorder
fects related to the presence of defects and residual stre
the layers, as well as to estimate effective values of the
relation length and stress parameters. The results obta
show the strong influence of the surface conditions dur
implantation on the residual stress and the density of defe
the shorter the time the surface is free the higher the ten
stress and the density of defects. This is likely related to
surface having a poorer ability to accommodate excess in
stitial Si coming from the oxidized regions. For samples i
planted with a thicker screen oxide, residual compress
stress due to the accumulation of interstitials in the top la
is observed. Both the compressive stress and the correla
length show weaker dependencies on the screen oxide th
ness. In this case, the increase of the density of dislocat
after annealing is determined by the shift of the top Si/bur
oxide interface towards the surface. Finally, the correlat
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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observed between the Raman features of the as-impla
structures of series A and the final density of defects in
corresponding annealed wafers corroborates the ability
this nondestructive technique to diagnose the final densit
defects in annealed wafers from measurements on
implanted ones when the final density is higher than
3104 cm22.
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